
 

A tough talk: How to improve cost
transparency in cancer care

May 30 2017

Being transparent about the cost of cancer treatments with patients has
been increasingly recommended to help minimize financial harm and
improve care, but what's preventing or derailing those conversations is
less understood. New findings from Penn Medicine that identified
several barriers and key facilitators may help providers foster more
successful discussions with their patients.

The abstract (#6597) will be presented at the 2017 American Society of
Clinical Oncology annual meeting on June 5.

Several themes emerged in an analysis of interviews conducted between
22 cancer patients and 19 providers at Penn's Abramson Cancer Center
and three of its affiliated community practices over the period of a year.

Barriers to conversations on cost transparency included patients' fear of
being "profiled" based on their socioeconomic status or ability to pay.
On the other hand, providers feared that cost transparency might
threaten the doctor-patient relationship by exposing personal or
institutional financial conflicts of interest.

Importantly, both physicians and patients expressed an aversion to
having to make tradeoffs between financial and physical health
outcomes, the authors reported.

"As financial burdens shift more and more toward the patient, we do see
that such tradeoffs are happening. High out-of-pocket costs can lead to
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non-adherence and early discontinuation of treatment," said first author
Erin Aakhus, MD, an instructor in the Perelman School of Medicine at
the University of Pennsylvania. "Meanwhile, few oncologists discuss
these costs routinely with their patients. We need to identify those
factors that stand in the way of making cost transparency acceptable and
feasible for providers of cancer care."

In recent years, many have called for more cost transparency in an effort
to control the rising costs of health care that are falling back on the
patient. More specifically, oncologists have been encouraged to discuss
patients' out-of-pocket costs, in terms of co-pays, co-insurance and
deductibles, based on their insurance plan to help them avoid financial
hardships or waste and choose higher-value care.

Other barriers to cost transparency discussions, the authors found,
included time constraints and difficulty in providing accurate cost
estimates.

Patient preferences about whether to engage in such discussions varied,
as well. While some wanted to discuss costs with their provider, others
feared it would "distract" providers from their primary roles as health
advocates.

Researchers also found that strong doctor-patient relationships and
availability of support staff with financial expertise were important
facilitators of cost transparency discussions.

Oncology practices will need to consider patient and provider aversion to
financial-health tradeoffs, patients' sensitivity to socioeconomic
"profiling," financial conflicts of interest, time constraints, accuracy of
cost estimates, and variability in patient preferences, the authors wrote.

"Identifying these barriers and facilitators is an important step to
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developing a framework for physicians and their staff," Aakhus said. "In
future studies, we hope to use this framework to develop and test
practical, scalable interventions that improve communication about costs
between patients and their providers."

Provided by Perelman School of Medicine at the University of
Pennsylvania
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